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Poetry is fed by correspondences, by what is present
and what is absent, near, distant, wanting…
			

- Pedro Cuperman

Preface
he present volume commemorates the 10th anniversary of Corresponding Voices,
a poetry series conceived by Pedro Cuperman under the belief (deeply rooted
in his own creative experience) that poetry is basically a dialogical act, a sort of
ritual through which we may enter into a more genuine and soulfully form of
communication with the other, personal or non-personal, divine, animal, object,
space: with the world at large, which becomes a personal “other” under the
dialogical lens of poetry. This world “may or may not be ours”, said Pedro once,
“but whatever it does it is also the guiding principle that brought us together”.
Corresponding Voices is thus an editorial project that convokes us around the
exploration of different forms of dialogue. As such, it embraces all that its
guiding principle involves: a constant reflection on the meaningful relationships
that arise between distant voices; the recognition of “otherness”, of singularity
and difference as the point of departure for true correspondences to occur;
the problem of translation, which faces us with the challenge of transcending
linguistic and cultural frontiers in order to meet in the shared soil of human
experience, beyond similarities or common origins; the consideration of a
different paradigm to give unity to a book of poetry beyond a thematic or
formal criteria (a gesture that reveals the same wish to create a more genuine
ground for encounter); in other words, at the core of Corresponding Voices is
the willingness to reproduce the “dialectics of delay”, as Pedro named it taking
on Derrida’s concept of différance, the conditions under which the act of
communication takes place, in a dynamics of “receding and emerging meanings”.
9

This dialectics of delay plows widely through Pedro’s thought, life and creation.
In his extraordinary capacity for association, he could register this movement
across different cultural, artistic and philosophical manifestations. He could find
correspondences, for instance, between Derrida’s idea of deferred meanings and
tango dance, whose soul he captured under the poetics of proximity, the art of
“retentive delivery”, the constant postponement of that which is near, wanting... Or
even with Zen philosophy and the principle of detachment as the path to happiness,
of renunciation as a means to avoid suffering; of humor as a liberating force that
restores inner harmony; and from there to the French philosopher Simone Weil, and
her ideal of beauty as a form of distance: amor fati, the experience of desire as a kind
of fate: the wonder of the sea, which doesn’t have a future, but is full of horizon…
With this special edition of Corresponding Voices we want to pay tribute to
Pedro’s legacy. We have convoked past poets for the first time around a common
thought: the celebration of Pedro Cuperman’s existence; his intellectual, personal
and artistic inheritance. In doing so, the series retakes its guiding principle in a
different manner: the idea of correspondences operates here at its most genuine
and interpersonal level, where dialogue fully becomes a unifying theme and
practice. In Pedro’s absence, we would like to continue sharing the beauty of
his mind, not as something we miss, not as something we lost, but as a reality
that we can always experience and enjoy in the proximity of our desire.
The book wants to be then an “imaginary space, the place without place
where anything may occur and transfigure”, as the Jewish poet Edmond Jabès
said. We hope that in this space the reader may have the chance to participate
of Pedro’s literary mind in dialogue with the poets, who found the word to
evoke it, and to bring us together once more around Cuperman’s feast.

Libertad Garzón
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EL BESO / THE KISS

PEDRO CUPERMAN

EL BESO / THE KISS
PEDRO CUPERMAN

Prologue
The poems collected in this book draw a vital and a poetic-philosophical trajectory
that extends along four decades. The trip starts in the India of the mid sixties and
leads into New York, where the images of Varanasi abandon their quality of ecstatic
memories to become the prism through which all vital experience must pass.
The poet’s point of arrival, New York, is at the same time the point of departure of
the wandering, diaspora thought, that which all combines and transfigures because
it has refused to end the trip… Vital experience turns then into a depicting word,
into the vehicle and foundation of a mobile personal truth, a diachronic and
diasporic one.
The result is a vibrant and polifacetic poetry; poems that tell a story which is made
of many stories. All together seem to depict an image in movement; independently
of the order in which they are read, the poems seem to always descend the steps of
the Ganges to the banks of the East River in Manhattan. From there they tell a story
made of blurred characters, which, like a kiss of red lips, remain printed on a mobile
horizon, forever off to the East.

Prológo
Los poemas reunidos en este libro trazan a la vez un recorrido vital y una
trayectoria del pensamiento poético-filosófico que se dibuja a lo largo de cuatro
décadas. El viaje comienza en la India a mediados de los años sesenta y desemboca
en Nueva York, donde las imágenes de Varanasi abandonan su cualidad de
recuerdos estáticos para volverse el prisma por el que pasa toda experiencia vital.
El punto de llegada del poeta, Nueva York, es a su vez el punto de
partida del pensamiento errante, diaspórico, el que todo lo conjuga
y todo lo transfigura, porque ha renunciado al final del viaje… La
experiencia vital se transforma así en palabra figurante, en transporte
y soporte de una verdad personal móvil, diacrónica, diaspórica.
El resultado es una poesía vibrante y polifacética, poemas que Narran
una historia que son muchas historias. Todas juntas proyectan una imagen
en movimiento; independientemente del orden en que aquí se presentan,
los poemas parecen en todo momento descender desde los escalones del
Ganges hasta las orillas del East River en Manhattan, para desde ahí contar
su historia hecha de personajes desdibujados, que como un beso de labios
rojos, quedan impresos en un horizonte móvil, siempre rumbo al este.

Pedro Cuperman

RAMON PANIKKAR
(November 3, 1918 - August 26, 2010)
To add to his death
I begin to reread my notes from Varanasi
and in all of them he is there.
One night
on the bank of the Hanuman Ghat
we spoke of the darkness
of what the darkness lets us see.
I had the feeling that all that came before had been grey
that what would come after would be banal.
I don’t know why I imagined pleas (perhaps her expected a confession.)
We spoke of love.
By the end of those strolls things we acquiring a life of their own
and our place was being fileed by the deities of silence.
Who knows how he face death when it found him.
Struggling perhaps.
Perhaps not.
His only fear was that death would enter deep within him
more than was necessary to die.
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RAMON PANIKKAR
(Noveimbre 3, 1918 - Agosto 26, 2010)
Para añadir a su muerte
me pongo a releer mis notas de Varanasi
y en todas está él.
Una noche
a orillas del Hanuman Ghat
hablamos de la oscuridad
de lo que nos deja ver la oscuridad.
Tuve el sentimiento que todo lo anterior habia sido gris
que lo que vendría después sería banal.
No sé por qué imaginé una súplica (él quizá esperaba una confesión.)
También hablamos del amor.
Al final de esos paseos las cosas fueron adquiriendo vida propia
y nuestro lugar lo iban ocupado las divinidades del silencio.
Quien sabe cómo lo encontró la muerte.
Quizá luchando.
Quizá no.
Su único temor era que se le metiera muy adentro la muerte
más de lo necessario para mortir.
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VARANASI, 1965
My dearest,
I write to you by a window that faces the Ganges
from here one can see the Manikarnika
a few alms for the cremation, Mem Sahib
and far away the bridge
and on the other side Howra,
and further, much further,
beyond the river and the Bridge and the Manikarnika
You.
One can’t stop looking at things from the corner of one’s eye.
Since I came I’ve been changing clothes
first the sari
then the sandals
then John O’Kane
to undress
and feel the nobody I’ve always been
I love you when I’m far away
when I am sad
when I’m unfaithful
and feel the freedom of not being loved.
I don’t know how to ask forgiveness
nor what to do with the daily renunciations
nor if I found what I came to seek
death
who has watched me since I was a little girl
who hunted Vallejo in Paris one Thursday
the one I saw in a hospital room in Banaras
one foot protruding from the sheets
24

closer to Picasso than to Nirvana
telling me as I was drying a tear
if you are an actress you should act.
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VARANASI, 1965
Querido,
Te escribo desde una ventana que mira al Ganges
desde aquí se ve el Manikarnika
una limosnita para la cremación, MemSahib
y más allá el puente
y del otro lado Howra,
y más lejos, mucho más lejos,
más allá del río y del Puente y del Manikarnika
estás vos.
Uno no puede dejar de mirarlo todo por el rabo del ojo.
Desde que llegué fui cambiando de ropa
primero el sari
después las sandalias
después John O’Kane
desnudarse
y sentirse la nadie de siempre.
Te amo cuando estoy lejos
cuando estoy triste
cuando te soy infiel
y siento la libertad de no ser amada.
No sé cómo pedir disculpas
ni qué hacer con las renuncias diarias
ni si encontré lo que vine a buscar
la muerte
que me observa desde niña
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la que persiguió a Vallejo en Paris un día jueves
la que vi en una sala del hospital de Benarés
un pie asomando por las sabanas
más cerca de Picasso que del Nirvana
diciéndome mientras me enjugaba una lágrima
si eres actriz debes actuar.
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MUTTI
Dressed in white, the Canon hanging from his shoulder
and a roll of high-speed film
Mutti arms himself as the Errant Knight of the river
and at sunset he leaves in search of the organic encounter with
the shadows.
His bearing is that of a hunter
a man in search of the decisive moment.
Among so many obsessions he’s latched on to photography
according to him to sanctify the moment.
The funeral workers of the Manikarnika warily watch his approach.
That piece of the mortuary river belongs to them
after all they are Brahmins
they earn their livelihood with death.
But he comes to do something else
to document the last moment
the party of those who do not return
because to die in Varanasi is
not to be born again.
Nothing
not even the tears of the son lightning his father’s pyre
stops him.
Mutti is like the cats
he knows he is part of multiple live
in all of them he is Mutti
in all of them he takes photos.
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I must be losing my touch
he said to me one day as we left class.
Lately I keep thinking that the best has already passed.
What do you do in such cases
Nothing, I said, just to say something.
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MUTTI
Vestido de blanco, la Canon colgada al hombro,
y un rollo de película extra sensible
Mutti se arma Caballero Andante del río
y a la caída del sol sale en busca del encuentro orgánico con
las sombras.
Trae gesto de cazador
de hombre en busca del momento decisivo.
Entre tantas obsesiones se ha liado a la fotografía
según él para santificar el instante.
Los funebreros del Manikarnika lo ven llegar con inquietud.
Ese pedazo del rito mortuorio les pertenece
a fin de cuentas son Brahmanes
se ganan la vida con la muerte.
Pero él viene a otra cosa
a documentar el último instante
la fiesta de los que no regresan
porque morir en Varanasi es eso
no volver a nacer.
Nada
ni las lágrimas del hijo encendiendo la hoguera del padre lo
detiene.
Mutti es como los gatos
se sabe parte de mútiples vidas
en todas es Mutti
en todas saca fotos.
Debo estar flaqueando por algún lado me dijo un día
30

a la salida de clase. Últimamente no hago más que pensar que
lo mejor ya ha pasado.
¿Qué hacen ustedes en estos casos?
Nada, dije, por decir algo.
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MANIKARNIKA GHAT
Dressed in a rose-colored sari
in her hands a garland,
a gift that afternoon from the Rickshaw boy
and a silver ring around her ankle
she carefully descends the stairs that lead to the river.
She comes walking down the southern hillside, cautiously, step by step.
From the other bank the sun looks out.
The sun that alights on the faces of the people
who at this early hour do their ablutions,
and on the animals wallowing near the pyres
ready to share with the river the remains of the fire.
It is the dawn of the 20th of December 1964.
The woman in the rose-colored sari keeps descending
guided by the plaintive cries of the lepers
who gather in the corners of the staircases bordering the crematorium.
And the outstretched hands of those people brush against her
from the tattered tunics those hands emerge
pestering stumps.
Down the northern hillside come the litter bearers.
Four: two in front and two in back.
They carry a body shrouded in white.
And the eyes of those men, of the woman in the rose-colored sari, and mine
meet.
We came to do the same: to converse with death.
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MANIKARNIKA GHAT
Vestida con sari rosa
en las manos la guirnalda que le regaló ese atardecer el chico del Rickshaw<
y un aro de plata alrededor del tobillo
desciende cuidadosamente las escalinatas que llevan al río.
Viene bajando por la ladera sur, con pasos cautelosos, escalón por escalón.
Por la otra orilla asoma el sol.
El sol que se posa en los rostros de la gente
que a esa hora temprana hace abluciones,
y en los animales que abrevaban cerca de las piras
listos a compartir con el río los sobrantes del fuego.
Es el amaecer del 20 de diciembre de 1964.
La mujer del sari rosa sigue bajando guiada por el plañidero de los leprosos
que se agrupan en los rincones de las escalinatas aledañas al crematorio.
Y las manos estiradas de esa gente la rozan;
de las túnicas rasgadas salen esas manos,
muñones pedigüeños.
Por la ladera norte bajan los camilleros.
Cuatro: dos adelante y dos atrás.
Traen un cuerpo cubierto por un sudario blanco.
Y los ojos de esos hombres, los de la mujer del sari rosa, y los míos
se encuentran.
Venimos a lo mismo: a conversar con la muerte.
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THE INTERRED FOX
How to think about it?
How to think about the disappearance of a person like a method?
What is the special mark that according to Lezama Lima can be seen
in the portraits of those who die before their time?
We called him the fox because he had the eyes of a fox
And because Fux in the English of Varanasi sounded like Fox
And because we Jews are like foxes, admit it, he would say
With self disdain.
We never found out what he came in search of in India.
He carried Hindustan in his knapsack and the pogrom in this soul.
He had lived in an ashram in Rishikesh for six or seven months
And between the hashish and the cold mountain air
the few pages of the Pentateuch he still remembered were being erased.
One of those afternoons at dusk
While the pyres of Manikarnika were burning more than ever
He began to philosophize about death.
At times he was a disciple of Nagarjuna,
at others of Aristotle
at others of Shakespeare
During all of them he was irremediably ceasing to exist
And in the most morbid way.
On the other bank of the Ganges,
the west one
with the first rays of the noonday sun
they wash you
they adorn you
they sprinkle you with moisturizing creams
tenderly they lift you on to one of the pyres
and when there is already little or nothing left of you
34

one of those guys comes and smashes your skull with one huge blow
which is when the soul leaves the body
and what remains are ashes that they then throw into the river.
He was repeating a National Geographic documentary.
The day is was his turn to face the truth
although he did not want to accept it
not yet
he was barely twenty six years old
he began digging around in a pocket
What are you looking for, Fox?
A tomb.
He began to roar with laughter and to parody Rimbaud:
I is another and that other is my best artifice.
If my ashes wind up in this river
He will continue being him
But that one is not my grandparents’ other.
For the heirs of Buchenwald
cremation is an anachronism.
He said things like that
with the fascination of people who spend their lives developing
the same photograph.
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EL ZORRO ENTERRADO
¿Cómo pensarlo?
¿Cómo pensar la desaparición de una persona como método?
¿Cuál es el sello especial que según Lezama Lima se puede ver
en los retratos de quienes mueren temprano?
Le decíamos el zorro porque tenía ojos de zorro
y porque Fux en el inglés de Varanasi sonaba a Fox
y porque los judíos somos unos zorros ¡confesion! decía
desdeñoso de sí mismo.
Nunca supimos qué vino a buscar a la India.
Traía el Hindustán en la mochila y el pogrom en el alma.
Había vivido en un ashram de Rishikesh seis o siete meses
y entre el hashish y el frio de las montañas
le fueron borrando las pocas páginas del Pentateuco que le quedaban.
Uno de esos atardeceres
mientras las piras del Manikarnika ardían más que nunca
se puso a filosofar la muerte.
A veces era discípulo de Nagarjuna,
otras de Aristóteles
otras de Shakespeare
En todas iba dejando de existir irremediablemente
y de la manera mas mórbida.
En la otra orilla del Ganges,
la oeste
con algo de sol de mediodía
te lavan
te adornan
te rocían con cremas humectantes
con ternura te suben a una de las piras
y cuando ya sos poco o nada
36

viene uno de los tipos y te destroza el cráneo de un palazo
que es cuando el alma deja el cuerpo
y lo que queda son cienzas que después arrojan al río.
Repetía un documental del National Geographic.
El día que le tocó enfrentarse con la verdad
aunque no quería aceptarlo
no toadvía
si apenas tenía 26 años
se puso a escarbar un bolsillo
¿Qué buscas Fox?
Una tumba.
Se hechó a reír a carcajadas y a parodiar a Rimbaud:
Yo es otro y ese otro es mi mejor artificio.
Si mis cenzias acaban en este rio
Ylo seguirá siendo.
Pero ese no es el otro de mis abuelos.
Para los herederos de Buchenwald
la cremación es un anacronismo.
Cosas así dijo
con la fascinacíon de gente que se pasa la vida revelando la misma
fotografía.
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LAST NIGHT
Last night the city seemed more mysterious than at other times.
Let’s see if you can guess?
You crossed my path disguised as a cat
with dusk-filled eyes
secret
silent
incomprehensible.
From another dimension, perhaps.
My vanity made me think that you were coming to greet me.
We spoke briefly
And then you left
for the night of the commonplaces.
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ANOCHE
Anoche la ciudad parecía más misteriosa que otra veces.
¿A ver si adivinás?
Te me cruzaste disfrazada de grata
con ojos de anochecida
secreta
silenciosa
incomprensible,
De otra dimensión quizá.
Mi vanidad me hizo pensar que venías a saludarme.
Tuvimos un pequeño diálogo
y después te fuiste
a la noche de los lugares comunes.
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WHITE SOLITUDE
- to Sofia Kunst
White solitude
white a kind of theme
that we might have been able to choose
with our eyes closed
and that for having left
when the season for take-off (leaving?) began
one Wednesday night.
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BLANCA SOLEDAD
- para Sofia Kunst
Blanca soledad
blanca una especie de tema
que hubiéramos podido elegir
con los ojos cerrados
y eso por habernos ido
cuando empezó la estación del despegue
Un miércoles por la noche
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YESTERDAY
Hidden behind the cover of a book
A girl in a beret was looking at me
perhaps she has nothing to do with anyone.
I imagined kissing her
because for a long time
I’ve been carrying those lips in my imagination.
The lips of Mirabai
The Sari tightly fit in back
enhanced (molded?) her waist and her breasts.
Perhaps I’ve also been carrying that in my imagination.
The breasts of Mirabai.
Physically it was her portrait
the Mirabai I carry within
the one I’ve been seeing for years in the clear skies
of all the hotels.
At dawn she imitated the initial plaintive sound of the river
In the cold rain she spoke of the cold rain.
In the library of books and libraries.
She was so empty that one of those December frosts was enough
To send her to the University Hospital.
To complete the image
the doctor was describing her
the stages of her illness
and she recognized herself in all of them.
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Far off I hear a death rattle
Someone is dying.
No, it’s the wind, she says,
The wind that never dies.
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AYER
Escondida tras la tapa de un libro
me miraba una muchacha on boina
que quizá no tiene que ver con nadie.
Imaginé besarla
porque desde hace mucho
traigo esos labios en la imaginación.
Los labios de Mirabai
El sari la sujetaba de atrás
le marcaba la cintura y los senos
Acaso también eso traía en la imaginación.
Los senos de Mirabai.
Físicamente era su retrato
la Mirabai que llevo adentro
la que desde hace años veo en los cielos rasos
de todos los hoteles.
Al amanecer se mimetizaba al plañidero iniciático de río.
Bajo la lluvia fría hablaba de la lluvia fría.
En la biblioteca de libros y bibliotecas.
Era tan vacante que bastó una de esas heladas de diciembre
para mandarla al University Hospital.
Para completar la imagen
el médico le fue describiendo
las secuencias de su enfermedad
y en todas se reconoció.
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A lo lejos oigo un ronquido agónico.
Alguien muere.
No, es el viento, me dice,
el viento que nunca muere.
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WORDS
To Libertad Garzon
Muscular, tall
as tall as those street lamps that reached the window sills
when the neighborhood lights were a cold blue,
the same blue as the veins of his large hands,
and as his eyes that gave his adolescent face a kind of unfinished look.
It was hard to believe that he was fifty.
In the Faculty they called him the Skeptic.
He would speak of “The intermediate in Nagarjuna and of the Conventional everyday world”
and stubbornly tried to prove that the everyday
does not exist.
When we asked him about the soul he would say “it’s in the Clothes.”
And love?
He did not answer.
The night he invited us to supper we spoke of the kiss in art,
of poetry,
of what cannot be said in any other way,
nor in any way at all.
But to insist was to be free.
I envied his ironies.
And even more when he made me recognize
that we were speaking as if on the other side of the words
there were something
and behind that something.
Who?.....God?
The day he kissed me, I felt that from between his lips
All the doubts about love emerged
(With time I learned that to silence them must be the great secret).
All the same I asked him to kiss me again, and again, and again.
…………
46

It was one Spring afternoon in the late sixties.
When I try to recall it I think of the color blue,
of what is beautiful, noble, sad,
of walking slowly and the courage to abandon *(*the value of desertion?)
el lento andar y el valor del abandono.
Things like that, as he would say,
words, nothing more than words.
something that comes and goes, without leaving a trace.

en
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PALABRAS
Para Libertad Garzon
Fornido, alto,
tan alto como esos faroles que llegaban a los alféizares
cuando las luces del barrio eran de un azul frío,
el mismo azul de las venas en sus grandes manos,
y de los ojos que le daban al rostro adolescente una suerte de aspecto inacabado.
Costaba creer que tuviera cincuenta años.
En la Facultad lo llamaban El escéptico.
Hablaba de “Lo intermedio en Nagarjuna y del mundo convencional de todos los
días”
que obstinadamente se esforzaba en probar que eso de todos los días
no existe.
Cuando le preguntaban por el alma decía, “está en la ropa”.
¿Y el amor?
No contestaba.
La noche que me invitó a cenar hablamos del beso en el arte,
de poesía,
de lo que no se puede decir de otra manera,
ni de ninguna manera.
Pero insistir era ser libre.
Yo envidiaba esas ironías.
Y más cuando me hacía reconocer
que hablábamos como si al otro lado de las palabras
hubiera algo,
y detrás algo.
¿Quién… Dios?
El día que me besó, sentí que por entre sus labios
asomaron todas les dudas sobre el amor
(Con el tiempo aprendí que silenciarlas debía ser el gran secreto).
Igual le pedí que me besara otra vez, y otra, u otra.
…………
48

Era un atardecer de primavera de fines de los sesenta.
Cuando trato de evocarlo pienso en el color azul,
en lo bello, lo noble, lo triste,
en el lento andar y el valor del abandono.
Cosas así, como diría él,
palabras, nada más que palabras,
Algo que viene y se va sin dejar trazos.
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FEDE
He loved sailing
He spent whole afternoons watching anchored sailboats.
Buenos Aires made me a library sailor he would say
sometimes on the verge of tears.
He had no use for hypocritical loves
the city
the tango
lost time.
Only on the horizon is one young forever he would say
Sometimes on the verge of tears.
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FEDE
Amaba la navegación
pasaba atardeceres enteros mirando veleros fondeados.
Buenos Aires me hizo marino de biblioteca decía
a veces al borde de las lágrimas.
Despreciaba amores hipócritas
la ciudad
el tango
el tiempo perdido.
Sólo en el horizonte uno es joven para siempre decía
a veces al borde de las lágrimas.
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THE WOMAN OF THE RIVER
Nothing, not even the semi-darkness has its own light in Varanasi.
Budda tried to give a name to that nothing
fed up with theatre and appearances.
I had just arrived at the corner of Belhupura
when through the small narrow street that faces the Manikarnika a procession was
descending
led by a master of ceremonies.
Behind it came the beggars
and further back, on the shoulders of the men,
the litter with the shrouded body.
I knew it was a woman because a pink blanket covered her,
and I even remember the indolent attitude of one of the litter bearersI keep remembering that look together with the confused shouting of the beggars.
As we crossed paths, I don’t know how, the blanket parted and I saw her:
she had small breasts, still vibrant,
ardent, like the pyres that would soon consume her
and the impertinent look of the dead.
I felt she was inviting me to follow her,
To share with her the fire and other things.
In Paris I told a Cuban writer about the scene.
Inside my head there still floated the devastating metaphors of Hindustani
And how to say it? I confessed that I had fantasized kissing her.
I didn’t know you had the capacity for renunciation
Was the only thing he said to me.
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LA MUJER DEL RÍO
Nada, ni la penumbra tiene luz propia en Varanasi.
Buda intentó ponerle nombre a esa nada
harto del teatro y las apariencias.
Yo acababa de llegar a la esquina Belhupura
cuando por la angosta callejuela que da al Manikarnika bajaba la procesión
guiada por un maestro de ceremonia.
Atrás venían los mendigos
y más atrás, en los hombros de los hombros,
el camastro con el cuerpo amortajado.
Supe que era mujer porque la cubría un manto rosa,
y hasta recuerdo la actitud indolente de uno de los camillerosguardo ese gesto en mi memoria junto con la gritería confusa de los mendigos.
Al cruzarnos, no se cómo, se descorrió el manto y la vi:
tenía senos pequeños, vibrantes todavía,
ardientes como las piras que pronto la consumirían
y la mirada impertinente de los muertos.
Sentí que me invitaba a seguirla,
A compartir con ella el fuego y otras cosas más.
En Paris le conté la escena a un escritor Cubano.
En mi cabeza todavía flotaban las aplastantes metáforas del Hindustán,
y ¿cómo decirlo? Confese que había fantaseado besarla.
No te conocía esa capacidad de renuncia,
fue lo único que me dijo.
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NEW YORK
Then rain mixed with snow was falling on the trees and the people
as usually happens in December
There were still drunks on the Bowery
it was still easy to love each other.
Theresa lived that love like something natural,
she was happy more or less
and all that time she kept remembering Buenos Aires
until she had nothing left to remember.
When she had to choose, she excused herself with the nothing
and decided to return.
Thirty years had passed.
She needed to be reconciled
but she didn’t know with what.
It was not the first time this was happening to her.
It happened the night she kneeled next to a Bowery drunk
on the corner of Houston
to look for small coins
to give him, of course…..
and while kneeling
love, someone had said to her,
it doesn’t matter who,
is a pact with unequal portions of karma.
Maybe I’m mistaken
but Therese did not want to regain that love
nor those years.
She wanted to be the same one she was when she left
and to be it every day.
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I think that more than anything she wanted to love alone
like the drunks of the Bowery
with the taste of blood in her mouth.
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NUEVA YORK
La lluvia caía mezclada con nieve sobre los árboles y la gente
como suele ocurrir en diciembre.
Todavía había borrachos en el Bowery
todavía era fácil amarse.
Teresa vivió ese amor como algo natural,
fue más o menos feliz.
y todo ese tiempo segíua recordando Buenos Aires
hasta que no le quedó nada que recordar.
Cuando le tocó elegir se disculpó con la nada
y decidió volver.
Habían pasado treinta años.
Necesitaba reconciliarse
pero no sabía con qué.
No era la primera vez que le pasaba.
Comenzó la noche que se arrodilló junto a un borracho del Bowery
en la esquina de Houston
a buscar moneditas
para darle, claro…
y de hinojos...
el amor, le había dicho alguien,
ya no importa quien,
es un pacto con desiguales raciones de karma.
Quizá me equivoco
pero Teresa no quería recuperar ese amor
ni eses años.
Quería ser la misma que fue al irse
y serlo todos los días.
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Creo que más que nada quería amar a solas
como los borrachos del Bowery
con gusto a sangre en la boca.
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SHIVA
The god Shiva does nothing but dance.
Perhaps he is nothing more than wind.
The one that’s trapped in streets in the winter.
The one that makes us think there’s someone behind the door.
The one during Nietzsche’s last days
(painful death with so much still to write).
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SHIVA
El dios Shiva no hace más que bailar.
Quizá no es otra cosa que viento.
El que en invierno se encajona en las calles.
El que nos lleva a creer que hay alguien detrás de la puerta.
El de los últimos días de Nietzsche
(dolida muerte habiendo tanto por escribir.
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KISSES
- To Pedro Roth
They called him Judas because he had been born in Poland
and because he was a Jew
and he had inherited the same masks
the same setting.
But he knew how to kiss
and to love
a love deformed
it’s true
by something that only lasts as long as a kiss.
But he made it last.
When the moment came he would lie down on you
all over you
he would spray you with kisses
he would love you without end
with the virtue of knowing full well what he was doing
In two thousand years he had
accumulated so many kisses enough to pardon everyone.
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BESOS
- Para Pedro Roth
Le decían Judas porque había nacido en Polania
y porque era Judío
y había heredado las mismas máscaras
el mismo escenario.
Pero sabía besar
y amar
un amor deformado
es verdad
de algo que sólo dura lo que dura un beso.
Pero lo hacía durar.
Cuando llegaba el momento se te subía encima
por todas partes
te rociaba de besos
te amaba sin parar
con la virtud de hacerlo a sabiendas.
En dos mil años había
acumulado tantos besos como para perdonarlos a todos.
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Sarah Harwell

REGRET
…and there my berries were, sitting on the table
never moved, yet moved on, tiny gnats gnawing
--devils hidden in the green star hook and eye,
my berries milky, fuzzed up, and melting,
dying? melting, sweetness to rot,
gnats of the night of stars and I tiny as a berry
in a great field of berries heard all of us yawping
our yawps before the gnats spring forth
from what is buried within us, while the gnats
gnaw their way into my berries, finally bursting into
(in my carelessness I made all this happen)
their own hunger and moving on we all move on
as the eater eats into a sweetness of ceasing…
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THE PAST COMES FOR A VISIT
Pretty little lights all flown in
from time long gone she’s still
cranking the freezer crank
she’s still ironing the ironed
sheets, the air thick
like blackstrap molasses
she’s stuck in the Tennessee soil
blackberry brambles stick
her hard working ghost
but what lit her evenings
that which we jarred and carried
that which we prisoned then pardoned
she’s living she’s dead she’s just a thought
those littlelights flit their way
to this lit up northern city
to wash themselves in syllables of light
the ablution of change
their change so silver
it flickers day and night
they light the few pockets
of our damp dark fear
where they fly a kindness follows
their radio frequencies transmit
a sly communication
this world appears
appears
disappears
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NO CARESS GOES AS DEEP AS THE SOUL

			 Memoirs of Hadrian, Maruerite Yourcenar
The wind was an animal that day
and God was missing, God who had been
our companion for days, staring out at us
with his human eyes, made in our image,
and embellished with our gold flecked sadness
which on God looked quite handsome,
and meaningful. God was gone and
in its place it left leaves, some could say
they were the hands of God, or the hair
of God, but who were we to say, we were
only the walkers who kept walking
because we had found a road. The road
wound through the Valley and the leaves
talked to us, their talk green and dense.
I held your hand but your hand
kept disappearing. I tell you this,
although you already know it, as if
it were a new story with a new ending.
Where did we go? We saw houses
with no inhabitants and dogs who barked
at our sudden appearance and the strange
flowers of a vine, feathered and timid.
Instead of God there was a small grey cat
who liked the feel of a hand on its head
and two donkeys, a mother and her foal.
Everywhere-and-nowhere-God
was not in the leaves, the almost not,
not human eyes of donkeys. Our breathing
on the uphill climb of the road grew heavy,
and near the end, before we turned around,
it opened, this road, into a field-the grasses arrested the sun,
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imprisoned in leaves, the sun, downing,
profligate--all of this greater than God’s
supposed sadness. I was glad God was gone.
We tried on our way back to ignore
what was happening. There was nothing
we could do. We followed the river
carving the valley, a thin, spitting babbler.
We didn’t kneel, or bow our heads.
When our hands touched we felt
the donkey, her uneasy proportions.
The wind blew like an animal,
and in the wind’s keening: donkey, grass,
the feathered flower we couldn’t name.
Near home, or what we called home,
we turned to look where we had been.
You said something I couldn’t quite hear,
the wind took it away. That’s when I saw
a bird flying but not, in the sky, shadowed,
like a kite tightly held on to, being borne
but also held, and as I tried to make sense
of what I saw, you turned, and in your
impatient gesture, so familiar and testy,
I recognized God’s sadness,
that which you had disguised as anger.
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Bruce Smith

THREE FOR PEDRO CUPERMAN
1. Who wants air?
No one calls in a request late Monday night on the radio,
Abiquiu, New Mexico, not even the amigos of the DJ,
not even Maggie Strikes the Ree or Rattling Hail, not
the crows nor the shadows of crows, not the rehabilitated
wind, sober now after six months of binge and purge
on high and low pressures and clouds in the shape of
a blast pattern in Kabul, wind who lost a continent,
three wives, and a truck with payments, and the dog
chained to a statue of the Virgen de Guadalupe.
Not the crows nor the shadows of crows,
the severed limbs, the plastic buckets of holy dirt
from Chimayo. No calls from Kant and Descartes.
No one, not even personas from your pocket, someone
from the District wearing a wig and a jacket with a secret
compartment in which there are wrappers from Dulces Vero
and folding chairs set up for the film of the genocide.
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2. he wants an X/on the left side of his dreams
Where the read-out of the police data base
has him in the system, where the hijack happens,
where he runs 100 miles to the ocean to gather
salt for his elders, where he reads the patterns
in the horse blankets as musical notation for
a sick guitar riff and jankiness he flexes to.
The spirit he doesn’t believe in enters through
the talus of his left foot, right brain to enflame
his angels. He leans over a red felt to pick up
chips he’s won at the casino: 100 million bits
of something he can’t name. X marks
being here, not his extinction, listening
to the only two stations that come through:
traditional and new, the two dolors, one sticky,
one slick. One tears off the skin like a bandage
from a wound, one fades silently, a coyote,
leaving not pain but remembering, worse
because it’s unnamed, in the left side of his
dream. He wakes, vexed, as the mechanic
in El Duende who has only metric wrenches
to undo the American nuts and bolts and
the engine’s running in the Chevy.
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3. I enter the void, it has the shape of a viola
The shape of the civil rights worker, Viola
Luizzo, who was killed by the Klan, March 25,
1965. The void has her shadow and the shapely
solids of justice. The void has the shape
of rubble, rubaiyat of Rumi, Hikmet, runes
of home and sun. The void has no bow
but rosin from pine stumps used by
bull riders and baseball players to hold on
to the velocity, the enormity. The void
has a music like J. Edgar Hoover howling.
Papers [for crossing, for writing,
for Xing the wedding] swirl in the eye
of a slow cyclone where it’s terrible
and windless. On the papers
are a spell if pronounced con cuidado
can make the maker appear, but a kinder,
less violent one who gives out
milk and govt. cheese.
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Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

A PAINTER'S DEATH
–for Ronald Caro
for five days
he had not seen her
around the house
though it had rained
profusely
and so he dared
to dream again
of plastic drums
retentive rains
bi-cephalic flies
and retroactive butterflies
and so he sat
oblivious his eyes to the crack
winking above the stove
absolutely absorbed in the fact
that Minnie Mouse
has no genitals
when Death came back
white
servile
politely trite
entirely sterile
wearing a rose lake turtle shell necklace
no longer eager
to tell
how well
she felt
breathing
air
between
his words
listening
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Jessica Cuello

THE HUNTED WHALE ADDRESSES
THE STARVING MEN: CHAPTER 52
Below the ship skeleton, the red rust
masts like beast skins
below that weary
below that despair
the dropping trumpet
and the hunted.
Below the tired ship, the scrap.
the make believe of trouble.
Below the chase you gave,
whoever died or starved
in your race, below
the helm, the sadness,
disappointment.
Below the trumpet, letters
addressed to Ocean
below was my oil rolling in me.
Oil, skin, bones.
I was the animal:
cause of your grief
and hunger.
Cause, oil, silent body
below the ship.
What you’ve done
to me you’ve done to you.
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THE GRAND ARMADA:
CHAPTER 87
on the outer circle kill all you can
wing them, so they can be killed later at leisure
at the center was the warm breath
eyes that gazed away from the breast
rich milk not a fleet
skin still crumpled from the womb,
new and delicate
the umbilical cord swayed
between a mother and calf
like a coiled jump rope
the calf nosed the boat
born and gentle
as a dog
the crew didn’t ask for this scene
when they wrote their names
in the ship’s registry and earned
a lay of 1/350th, no wages
it lifted them to sweet fields,
to a home, stopped their minds,
they thought of milk—heavy, sweet
on the outer circle
the cutting-spade kept cutting,
the infant eyes were unaccusing
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THE CAPTAIN OF THE RACHEL BEGS AHAB FOR HELP:
CHAPTER 128
Do to me as you would have me do to you
you too have a boy
you too see his face in the dark
before you sleep and cringe
for his safety—and whisper, beg
for the others, whoever they are,
to keep him
help him since he’s broken from you always
once he walks
once the world
and once the sea
I scan for each dark spot.
He’s 12. He’s in a boat
adrift. Split the sea
with me and search. You must must
my arms a gate, my eyes, my ship,
my arms, my watch
son of my years
out there
your son is not my son my son
is not yours you are you
refuse you don’t have a boy
a son there is a boy back home
with your name blood but you
don’t belong to boys or sons,
you forsake them
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Cecelia Caturello

POR PEDRO C.
I
atravesaste paisajes milenarios
abiertos como gargantas
de extraños animales
(aquellos que habitan en los sueños)
cruzaste el Ganges
y el río de la Plata
la Elba y el Ródano
quizá también
el Orinoco y lo arroyos lentos
de tu tierra
no te fue extraño el turquesa
ni el rubí
ni la nieve sobre las montañas
rojas
y tu hermano era el negro salado
del océano
y sin embargo podías perderte
en la emboscada de las palabras
en aquel entonces cuando ser era creer
y las horas largas como serpentinas
de humo y cafe
entretejían una alfombra invisible
espuma o sombra
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II
llegar de forastero a una isla
quedarse allí algunos días
desde lo alto divisar las costas africanas
Ile du Gorée , Voile D´ Or-Dakar
olvidarte perdido en el ardiente Agosto
de una sonrisa y de una ofensa
saber que la ternura
tampoco el beso
pueden detener
la piel que se marchita

III
y aún así abrirse al viento
como ala de velero
abrir los brazos las costillas el corazón
la boca las córneas de los ojos
los dientes la lengua los pulmones
abrirse y desmenuzarse
como arena del desierto
como polvo de cenizas del sacrificio
cuando Abraham no degolló
al hijo
sino a un ternero blanco
casi tan blanco
como un lirio
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KNOWING
there is meaning
fullness
in my yearning
for the knowledge
of you
your vowels
like a touch
stroke my ears
from the distance
while consonants
tickle my thoughts
you and I
recall new referents
making us
we
how can I
already
feel
such fluency
in you
when I both
know and do not know
how to make you
out
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WORDS
behold the words
growing between
us
worth holding on to
like hands
ours
reaching
out
beyond language
untwist my tongue
that I can speak
out
this urge to
touch
the words we share
like
play
fully inquisitive
smiles
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LAMENT 2
I went to the place of the poem but it was small
and dark and smelled like the ancient dens of foxes
Time kept coming back to scratch at the door
Old words littered the walls as if to keep the damp out
Someone had lit a fire but the ashes were cold
and the spiders were everywhere
And there was such sadness in the spaces between words
so much nothingness in the everything they said
Why fear the nothingness but we do
How fear the meaninglessness which we are
Here is my voice hang it on a tree
Here is my shoe which remembers me
And beautiful were your black diamonds
like the beauty of the sea at night
the points and spires and breezes of the night
where you passed and I followed and the words went out
and I vanished
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LAMENT 4
How shall I say goodbye to myself poor
Charles Bon in his New Orleans and his emptiness
his decadence and charm and poisonous knowledge
who yet found you beyond all luckiness or fate
Goodbye to the heart hurt by its own betrayals
the mind full of inconsequence and error
a voice too full of itself
knickknacks and charms and the color blue
the silent cries of trees and the lake’s sheen
and the numberless leaves haunting the numbered days
The man of the hour is the skeleton in the sombrero
who lies down in the curves of the voluptuous senorita
to a clatter of bedpans in the wings and the cackling of the damned
I sang you the songs of your fiery bones
and the soft opening flower of a dying kiss
Farewell to the grief of days and the holy smell of roses
your face knees voice like water
thighs like snow and eyes full of sky
Your laugh startled me so so so long ago
My will such as it is I give to clouds and to dreaming
my bones to the cathedrals of sand
to the pottery shards of lost places
my eyes to the vulture who resembles me
my wishes to wind and my loneliness
to thousand year old trees and the deserts of desire
I loved you in the simplest of ways my girl
and this is my poem which has no ending
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LAMENT 5
I can imagine the loneliness of widows unraveling
unwelcoming days and old men in shut rooms
measuring their meds losing their minds dates names
If only vanishing were easy an old movie maybe
the corny deathbed speech the melodrama
each bedside mourner a cameo and case study
You see it in the eyes the soul speaking eye
to eye for the last time drinking the last horizon
And the faces strange and the rooms we wake in
with a start the floor moving and the windows dark
are no more ours than the clouds are or the voices of children
Is it the book misplaced that makes me weep
or tortured animals slaughtered children rape
by bayonet or any gone world’s going
My grandmother kept a book 85 years pressing
a four-leaf clover given by a friend when they were five
Isn’t that worth more than walking on the moon
but nothing stays still straight or in place
but the mute dignity of bones
bones without memory bones without song
So let us go under the hill and over the sky
and let us be bones together
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LAST DISPATCH OF THE GHOST OF MY FATHER
- In memory of Pedro, who knew well the traps of the heart and the liberating
power of dance, poetry, and humor.
That tower
Erected in your absence
In whose gray gloom I prayed,
Aspired to love, fell short
Still stands—though now I view it from the garden.
The walls leaked cold, a circling chill
Your milkskinned widow rose to challenge.
I understood, dressed lightly,
Defied concerns of climate,
Recalling tales of saints and martyrs
Whose every sacrifice might expedite
Their passage into heaven.
I liked the taste of tears
And cried for Mother too
Who hung your image over cracks and flaws
And urged us to adore you.
Mostly I read books all day,
Or enjoyed the birds who visited
My window feeder.
I loved the bluejay best
And imagined him a prince
Watching, guarded,
From the great oak overrun with squirrels.
Nights were long,
Especially in summer.
Mother paced above me
Fingering her rosary,
Worrying how tenuously
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Her vested power stretched.
Sister occupied the western wing,
Concocting trips. Her brain steamed.
I sometimes smelled it burning.
Of all of us, she could
Conjure you the best.
Your only son called Mother’s martyrdom
A fraud, my reading bunk. He claimed
The dungeon, built bombs, threatened
Holidays with thunder. Mother’s pacing
Turned erratic then. Her prayers and curses
Dropped like flares, warning us
To lock our doors. Some nights though, he took himself too seriously.
The ambulance would arrive like a flashy
Messenger, and he too would submit.
But nights were typically more quiet.
I taught myself to dance, reflected in the murky glaze
Of my two windows. I didn’t care
If you could see me. I suspected you’d be pleased
More than with Mother, who displayed
Your polished artifacts in rooms
She preferred we didn’t enter. And sometimes
It did look like you watching—same straight nose,
Same full cheeks and lips.
Now the tower’s less damp.
(She spent a fortune dehumidifying.)
Fewer portraits hang in public view.
Your son brings huge bouquets
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On Mother’s Day. Postcards
Come from sister. I wave
From the garden’s edge.
The tower still stands
That stood most still
The day I circled down
Its narrow winding stair
Drunk on slatted sun
And wanting more. I stood
In sun’s full blinding gaze and danced.
Danced and dared sky rain on me.
I danced, undressed to lapping heat,
The unhinged world, and forgave us all.
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VISIT TO A RANDOM ORCHARD
This place is as good as any.
The pageantry of stars gets old,
but the vastness-closeness-farawayness never ends.
Apple trees crouch like giant, sci-fi spiders.
White flowers blow away toward the granary.
I carry the disappointment
of the old house key, the father-comb,
the wedding ring with no diamonds.
I feign a prayer I can’t remember the words to.
In the distance, I see the lake at sunset
flash like a knife.
I open the shoebox
and let all my mother’s photographs
scatter across the orchard.
Some of the photographs
are black and white and some
are in the washed-out colors of the past.
Some of the faces I know
and some are strangers.
Some of the faces I know are strangers, too.
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ORANGE SUNSHINE
We are not dancing.
We are standing near the kitchen sink,
pouring water from a vase,
watching the blossoms’ burnt pink petals
swirl down the drain
like the delicate folds of skin
over the eyes of wild horses,
and I’m reminded of a lifetime ago,
looking at my face in the mirror,
stunned there, as my temple’s snake vein
pulsed and bloomed, stupid as a blue rose.
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NORTH ISLAND
–For Bei Dao
You could be from anywhere
but never go home.
For you, all cities were ruins;
every room four corners
of foreign, the bed’s white sheet
a blank passport to bad dreams.
I wished you were a bird,
so you could fly over
the globe’s perfect grid
and land on a strong branch.
The world is very small now.
I don’t need to give you the wings
I made for you from burning leaves.
I’m not saying good-bye.
I’m writing to ask, where are you,
now that home is the head of a pin?
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Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

17 ST. MARK'S PLACE: SELF -PORTRAIT 1
the leaves have given up their place: in the branch
october monday morning moves
without interruption
the boys are proud to spell their names: at school
they yawn beyond themselves: they glow
like sons of sons of prophets
I autumn walk from block to block: I move
within from street to street as if
my bones would never end
I flow like milk in endless trucks: I integrate
my space: the pale diminished sun
knows all my names
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Lila Zemborain

YAYOI KUSAMA
It is said of Yayoi that her work reveals a proliferation of penises. For
me, they are not penises. They are potatoes. An unleashed multiplication
of potatoes that covers whichever objects she likes. A boat, for
example, contaminated with silver-plated potatoes. But what is the
boat now if not an object abandoned who knows where, perhaps
underneath the ocean, no, how about the earth? It is not decay that
alters but this tubercular substance extending itself indefinitely, creating
a wild network. Today it covers the boat. Tomorrow all of the
floor will be infected with this weighty madness that fills the boat
with gloves reaching forward. I want to hold those hands. I want to
eat that boat. A hunger, also, to throw myself on a surface that does
not hurt, that tempts with its voluptuous tubercular softness.
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YAYOI KUSAMA
Dicen de Yayoi que sus obras muestran una proliferaci6n de penes.
Para mi no son penes. Son papas. Una multiplicaci6n desencadenada
de papas que cubre los objetos que le gustan. Un bote, por ejemplo,
contaminado de papas plateadas. Pero que es el bote ahora sino un
objeto abandonado, quien sabe d6nde, tal vez debajo del mar, pero
no, mejor en la tierra? No es la descomposici6n la que lo altera sino
esta naturaleza tubercular que se extiende indefinidamente creando
una red de conexiones alocadas. Hoy cubre el bote. Maiiana todo el
piso se contagia de esta gravida locura que llena el bote de guantes
que se ofrecen. Quisiera tomar esas manos. Quisiera comer ese bote.
Hambre tambien de tirarme en una superficie que no dude, sino que
incita a acostarse en la voluptuosidad de su blandura tubercular.
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Tonia León

WHOSE SUFFERING? WHO’S SUFFERING?
				–Exerpt from the Shema Series (Pt. 9)
Others’ pain and suffering
Other in death is fragmented
little fragment, slivers of your bones
stab our being
whose leg, whose neck in the pits?
No identifying marks like capped teeth
Or rings,
We know where they went.
He’s looking out the shutters
But his sight is limited
How much can you see through a chink of the blinds.
Or is she blinded by fear, shivering, locked in.
Is it fear of becoming the Other?
The victim, the prey?
No definitely not remorse
just fear of a shift in the players.
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Ana Maria Fuster Lavin

ODE TO LIBRA AND THE SEA
Libra and the tongue
balance the skirt
in autumn dressed
and drops off a pain.
The penal code
penalizes his penis with no pain,
dressed like a man
draws the dagger.
The chair, the table,
the body and the bed,
she powders desire
they unfold the eyes
and points at the flower.
The lady and the bosom,
the man and the lighthouse,
sibiling sementing,
penetrate and pant,
horizon and pathway,
climate and skin.
The balance ends;
they leak their leaps,
sandalwood, saline;
the ocean opens up,
they both roll in.
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ODA PARA LIBRA Y EL MAR
Libra y la lengua
balanza la falda
se viste de otofio
y se saca una pena.
El c6dice penal
penaliza su pene sin pena,
se viste de hombre
desenfunda el pufial.
La silla, la mesa,
el cuerpo y la cama,
se empolva el deseo
se sacan la venda
y senala la flor.
La dama y el seno,
el hombre y el faro,
sibilan, sementan,
penetran y gimen,
horizonte y camino,
el clima y la piel.
El balance termina;
se lamen relamen,
sandalo, salitre;
se abre el oceano,
se sumergen los dos.
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Maria Negroni

SMALL LITURGY
no thought comes easily
except of what wasn't
the yellow
in nonexistent song
like reminiscence to a point
here we have
doubtless
a richness
don't speak
like someone shattering into laughter
don't shut up
don't render the written house
an image tomb
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PEQUEÑA LITURGIA
no se piensa facilmente
sino aquello que no fuera
el amarillo
del canto inexistente
como recuerdo hasta que punto
he aqui
sin duda
una riqueza
no hables
como quien rompe a reir
no calles
no hagas de la casa escrita
la tumba de la imagen
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Michael Burkard

I DON'T KNOW
I don't know about today or my youth.
I don't know whatever happened to the man
next to me yesterday, and I don't know
about yesterday either. I don't know
if I am naming the world or breaking down,
or what part of the world is breaking down.
I don't know whether "part" should be
singular or plural. I heard that 72 migrant workers
were murdered in a remote part of Mexico,
murdered by a drug cartel, but it is two hours later
since I heard the report, and I don't know anything
more about this yet. I don't know why anyone has
to kill anyone, but then, as Vallejo wrote,
"que poco he muerto!" - "I have died so little."
I don't know if I have died a little or a lot. I know
there have been many times when I felt like dying,
or thought I felt like dying, but who knows, maybe
I was just deluded by some other feeling other than
dying. I don't know. I don't know about the door
or where today's doors will lead - I have an idea based
on past experience, but I truly don't know.
I don't know what is possible and what isn't, although
I feel - that word again, "feel" - I feel as if less is possible,
or there is less possibility in my small world than there was
a few years ago. But what do I know? I could tell you
a slightly strange story about two other poets, both deceased,
one of whom I never even met - but what do I know,
what is the source of my information? I have thought
of telling a story about these two and changing their names
to unrevealing and false initials. I don't know if I would
follow through on this thought or not. I haven't yet.
I don't know if I can tell anyone anything about someone else.
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I sometimes feel like someone else, like one of my "someone else's."
I don't know if this is a true feeling or statement. I wonder
from time to time if the cosmos is as large as this analogy:
every blade of grass that exists or has ever existed on earth,
on this planet, is the equivalent of the earth itself - and this amount
so-called resembles the measurement of the cosmos. It still seems
too small, this analogy of measurement. No one has walked in
to listen to my theory, no one has walked out. I don't know
if anyone ever will, or whether or not I will even talk about it again . ..
I don't know if I regret this poem or not. I don't know
whether or not this is even a poem.
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Jules Gibbs

APOLOGY FOR MUSIC
I guess there was something feckless about my love for sound, a feverish
translation of material - freckles, child labor, the anticipation of a life
sentence - into the sweet dark tongue of the universal. To curate
the spine and its three curves into the lilt of a body not limned by the
numbed senses. Musik fliegt wennich fliegt: If I fly, the music will fly - my urge,
to conquer space with sound, to hold no philosophy in the roar and whir
of rotors. I sent the quartet into four machines, plotted a tonal flight plan,
plotted against the human, fed her colliculi inferior and superior by mic,
click-track, force. On the downbeat, the copters lifted - the first notes
arrived on earth like ovular bodies that had tunneled inward to unseat the
quite hollow of the soul. And then - when the tonnage of steel and
glass split the horizon, I knew I'd never make a sound, not broken,
not otherwise.
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Jaime Garcia Maffla

FAIR
There’s a voice
The helmet muddles up
With its bars
Such cut
Upon the harness of North’s absence
The voice now bewildered by its bars
Becomes resonance
Of signs overshadowed by an eternity
Ephemeral between that instant or light here and there of her thus
Under the firmament
Covered by flags of some distant and forgotten Courts
In fair oblivion as they lie in fair memories of absences and presences.
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JUSTA
Una voz hay
Que el yelmo confunde
Con sus rejas
Dicha abajada
Sobre el arnés de la ausencia de Norte
Ya por sus rejas esa voz confundida
Se hace resonancia
De signos opacados en una eternidad
Efímera entre ese instante o luz aquí o allí de ella así
Bajo el firmamento
Cubierto por banderas de unas Cortes lejanas olvidadas
En justo olvido si en justo recuerdo de ausencias y presencias.
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Gloria Posada

DIMENSIONS
To stay or to move on
to repeat images and actions
to build a road
among ruins
Bright moments survive
disappearance
Memories remake
every cycle of the sky
Speed
beyond light
without a body to feel
nor eyes to see
A wound scars over
the hacked tree
seeks to be reborn
We’ll see
writings on the sand
or stone
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DIMENSIONES
Quedarse o seguir
repetir imágenes y actos
construir entre ruinas
un camino
Fulgores sobreviven
desaparición
Recuerdos rehacen
cada ciclo del cielo
Velocidad
más allá de luz
sin cuerpo para sentir
ni ojos para ver
Herida se cierra
árbol cortado
busca renacer
Conoceremos
escrituras en arena
o piedra
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Josefina Baez

A DOMINICANYORK IN ANDHARA
Then, I stared at the window. Passing thru, looking at a group of
squatting men shitting, women setting cow dung to dry and children
running. I felt asleep. I arrived full and filled with stories. I arrived to
continue my story.
From Agra to Hyderabad
He looked at me. He looked into my eyes. He looked and smiled. In
fact, he was the only one using his eyes truly. Dressed in a very bright
yellow sari, his face portrayed a harshness absent in his eyes. Suddenly,
the eunuch sat next to me. And holding my hands he told me what
I already knew. “Nobody like us here. And you and me are happily
alive”. While he loudly said the obvious, a voice translated the fact. It
was the voice of that civil engineer that I met buying oranges in the
station. A soft voice in the middle of this crowded train heading down
to the south. Down to meet the Indian Ocean. He who said that is not
safe for a woman to travel by herself these days. He was the echo of
the action. A monotone voice. Like a prayer. Not looking at me. Not
looking at anybody. But translating the eunuch strident anthem of
truth. My intense friend laughed to end his phrases. He laughed so
thunderous that badly hurt the cowards, the racists and the dishonest
traveling in the train accompanied with their aloofness. His bangles
cheered his unveiling act. He left as he came.
Then, I stared at the window. Passing thru, looking at a group of
squatting men shitting, women setting cow dung to dry and children
running. I felt asleep. I arrived full and filled with stories. I arrived to
continue my story.
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Colleen Kattau

BLESSED WATER
I went down to the river
I left for the sea
I trust in the water
It teaches me to dream
Of liberty
Of liberty
Of liberty
At the base of a dying maple
I saw the water flow free
Its roots gave birth to a stream
That runs toward the sea
Toward the sea
Toward the sea
Toward the sea
Blessed water, dance with me
Take me close to a truer path
With your wisdom of milenia
Make it so they shall not pass
They shall not pass
They shall not pass
I went to the mountain
To know the green
I stayed alone all night there
With no anxiety
it protects me
it protects me
and the dead dance with me
they show me a way to happiness
like the water they take me to other worlds
where i can forget all my sadness
where i can forget, where i can forget
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AGUA BENDITA
Yo me voy al río
Yo me voy al mar
En el agua confío
Me enseña a soñar
Con libertad
Con libertad
Con libertad
A la base de un árbol marchito
Vi la fuente brotar
Su raíz dio luz al chorro
Que corre hacia la mar
hacia la mar
hacia la mar
hacia la mar
Agua bendita, baila conmigo
Llévame cerca a la verdad
Con tu sabiduría de milenios
Prométeme que no pasarán
no pasarán
no pasarán
Yo me fui al monte
Por el verde saber
Me quedé sola de noche
Con nada que temer
Él me sabe proteger
me sabe proteger
Y los muertos bailan conmigo
Alegres me enseñan a festejar
Tal como el agua me llevan a otros mundos
Donde mis penas puedo olvidar
Puedo olvidar, puedo olvidar
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Tamara Kamenszain

MEN AND WOMEN ALONE
			–Pt. 13 of 13
When we see each other for the first time
I’ll drop my scarf so you bend down
and as soon as you bump into me
from the cuffs of your trousers up
we’ll climb the trees of our heights
to a limit which will not be right
but there’s no right measure for encounters
they grow from the bottom up
an animal happiness in our four-leggedness
the happiness of falling on our feet
in that horizontal line that lays us down together.
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SOLOS Y SOLAS
–Parte 13 de 13
Cuando nos veamos por pnmera vez
si suelto el pafiuelito
va a ser para que vos te agaches
desde la botamanga ni bien te encuentres conmigo
vamos a ir trepando arbol adentro de nuestra estatura
hasta un limite que no es el indicado
no hay medida para un encuentro
crece arrancando por lo bajo
una alegda animal en la postura
cuadrupeda alegrfa de caer parados
los que nos acostamos juntos.
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